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World War II brought unprecedented pride and prosperity to the American people and nothing
better mirrors the new wave of consumerism and progress than the ads of the time.

Like a pop-cultural walk through time, All-American Ads of the 40s covers the breadth of print
ads from the World War II era. As one might expect, the ads look very different from ads today.
Most are illustrated, and even the selling of innocuous products like candy bars taps into public
interest number one, the war. The book is divided into chapters by product including alcohol,
fashion, entertainment, travel, and automobiles. Saving the best for last, the conclusion of each
chapter reveals the editor's pick for most peculiar ad. Most enticing are the movie posters.
Classic pictures like Citizen Kane and It's a Wonderful Life appear in their original print
incarnations as fantastic visions of old Hollywood. Hawking beauty products are famous stars
such as Lucille Ball, Lana Turner, Marlene Dietrich, and Veronica Lake. Not surprisingly, gender
roles are sharply divided, and race issues stick out sorely. Included is an essay by Willy R.
Wilkerson III, "From Rationing to Prosperity, American Life in the 1940s," tracing the history of
wartime consumerism. --J.P. CohenAbout the AuthorJim Heimann, a native of Los Angeles is a
graphic designer, illustrator, educator and author. Mr. Heimann has written California Crazy:
Roadside Vernacular Architecture, Hooray For Hollywood, Out With The Stars, Close Cover
Before Striking, Car Hops and Curb Service: A History of the American Drive-In Restaurant, May
I Serve You?; American Menu Design, 1920-1960, Sins of the City: The Real Los Angeles Noir,
California Crazy and Beyond, and writes on popular culture, regional history and architecture for
publications including the Los Angeles Times and Rolling Stone. Mr. Heimann has been a
faculty member of Art Center School of Design, Pasadena since 1987, and is a frequent speaker
at the University of Southern California, UCLA, the California Chapter of the AIA, the Kansas
City Art Director s Club, the AIGA, the Armand Hammer Museum, the Los Angeles
Conservancy, the National Trust for Historic Preservation and numerous other organizations
throughout the United State! s. He is currently working on additional volumes of All-American
Ads for TASCHEN.W.R. Wilkerson, III, author of the intro to All-American Ads of the 40s, is the
son of Billy Wilkerson who was the founder of the Hollywood Reporter and owner in the 30s and
40s of famous Hollywood hotspots like Ciro s and the Trocadero. A true child of Hollywood, Mr.
Wilkerson currently lives and writes in Las Vegas.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Exceptional piece of history, at an amazingly low price!!!. This book is all
I thought it would be & more, as it is like going back in time, to see just what the mind-set of that
Era was, & how it even filtered down into the popular culture. This book could be used in a
clasroom, & even in marketing & business classes, to illustrate what the pre-"mad men" era of
advertising was like, & how it helped create the kind of culture that we have, even today. Enjoy
this book, as it is truly a gift of exceptional value, & entertainment--& even as a teaching
implement!!!”

John J. Poister Jr., “The way we (or our grandparents) were. I love this series of books. I have
the entire set of All-American Ads. The ads are divided up by catagories and largely presented
without comment. The 1940's were dominated by WW II so there are many war and defense
related ads for virtually every product. The car ads are great as are the railroad ads. The
collection includes some classics that are still studied by advertising and design students
today.The most fascinating ads are for the cigarette companies. You can see how smoking
dominated society back then--and just the beginning of the industry's fight against early health
concerns.The reproduction of the ads is top notch.”

Peter Vogt, “An awful lot of fun. Gave it as a Christmas gift - big .... I'm crazy for this book! I
discovered it on a cruise ship - it was on the bottom shelf of the coffee table in my suite, and I
started to thumb through it. Irresistible. I suppose you may need to be of a certain age to
appreciate it, but…nah, I think anybody would get a huge kick out of this book. An awful lot of
fun.  Gave it as a Christmas gift - big hit.”

Mike F, “"Ad" to your knowledge and enjoy doing it. I just missed the 40s growing up, and I've
always had an interest in history and art. So many wonderful graphics and so much information
about life in the 40s. Transportation - lifestyle - war effort... a treasure trove of info. I spent a lot of
time with this book and not a moment of it was wasted. Can't wait to read their books on the
surrounding decades. Great stuff!”

Christy F, “My mom loves this book. I bought this book for my mom for Christmas several years
ago and she STILL has it on her coffee table. She was born in 1944 and loves to look through all
of the old ads. She says it impresses her friends when they come over too. I highly suggest this
as a gift for anyone born in the 1940s or even someone in the advertising industry.”

Hank, “Coffee table books worth collecting. This is one of a series of amazing books published
by Taschen.I have been purchasing them through Amazon (as some are difficult to locate
through stores). The series so far covers the 1910s through to the 1980s, a volume per decade.
Over 500 pages of quality reproductions of ads from consumer goods to movies of those



decades. You could spend hours looking through these books - and still find something you
missed last time around. Congratulations to the editor/s.”

Joe, “Five Stars. Beautiful book, I should have gotten the hardcover version, but the softcover is
well made and durable.”

Qwock, “Super Book. Super coffee table book that is a great inspiration to all designers, graphic
artists and historians.Lovingly produced and absolutely filled with nostalgic adverts.It is quite
heavy.”

thomas frederick young, “a great book, and in great condition.. I have many Taschen advertising
books, and I would like many moor. I only hope I can get some at the prices I have been
paying.Tom Young.”

Redvette, “Five Stars. Excelllent series of books. Have 50s and 60s editions also”

gezza, “Another Taschen triumph.. Big, fat and brilliant. Crammed with amazing colour adverts
about loads and loads of stuff. Love it. Buy it now,you will too.”

Schlappekicker, “Prachtband !. Ein opulentes und sensationell gut gebundenes Stück ! Da wird
so schnell keine Seite herausfallen wie bei den ähnlich umfangreichen, allerdings
herstellungsbedingt nur rückengeklebten früheren (und teureren) Paperbacks. Auch die
Papierqualität ist hervorragend.Zum Inhalt ist bei den früher erschienenen Paperbacks schon
genug geschrieben worden. Wer sich in den Zeitgeist der 40er zurückversetzen möchte, wird
hier bestens bedient.Ich freue mich schon auf den demnächst erscheinenden Folgeband in
dieser Ausstattungsqualität (50er Jahre). Die Aufbruchsstimmung dieser beiden Jahrzehnte, die
in deren Werbung zutage tritt, ist gleichermaßen anrührend in ihrem Fortschrittsglauben als
auch in ihrer - aus heutiger Sicht oftmals festzustellenden ("die meisten Ärzte rauchen Produkt
XY") Naivität.Auffallend ist auch, dass die amerikanische Werbewelt unserer (vergleichbaren
westeuropäischen) in diesen beiden Jahrzehnten für gut und gerne 10-15 Jahre voraus
war.Sensationelles Preis-Leistungsverhältnis !”

The book by Jim Heimann has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 59 people have provided feedback.
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